Abstraction -The purpose of this paper is to propose an avian eye-inspired visual attention approach for unmanned air vehicles (UAV), with the objective of improving the capability of UAV target detection. A visual attention model inspired by the functional architecture of the avian visual system is proposed in this paper. The neuro memetic model employs multiple contrast features as primary channels inspired by the contrast sensitivity of avian retina. The global context strategy is also adopted for focus attention based on the visual mechanisms of tectofugal pathway of avian cortex. Our approach is evaluated through quantitative simulations in various environments. Experimental results demonstrated the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method: The proposed method is capable to guarantee efficiency of target localization in the complex environment.
Introduction
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) have received considerable attentions in multiple applications. UAV has made it possible to perform dangerous and complicated tasks without the participation of man. However, the increasing requirement of UAV for civilian and military applications has led to more complex structure in both software and hardware systems [1] [2] .
Multiple scenarios have been proposed for UAV route planning, flight control and collision avoidance [3] [4] [5] One of the crucial technologies of UAV is the capability of target detection [6] [7] . It's necessary to equip UAVs with precise target information for the execution of various tasks. Advancements in digital imaging technology have presented significant results with modified vision sensors integrated with effective image processing software in UAV. The higher flight velocity leads the visual detection on UAVs to be a more challenging task to some extent, considering the velocity effect on image quality [8] . Therefore, the modification of vision algorithms contributes a lot in the processes of UAV crucial target detection undoubtedly.
Multiple works have been done to address the issue of accurate target detection [9] . For instance, template matching is frequently adopted due to its simplicity. However, the adoption of template information cannot avoid the shortage on robustness. The process of matching is prone to be influenced by illumination, rotation and other factors. Visual attention mechanism aims to detect the salient or interested targets in the observed scene [10] [11] [12] . It is utilized for extracting useful information in multiple applications such as robot navigation, medical image processing and 3D scene understanding [13] [14] . Visual attention has emerged as an efficient strategy to focus processing and analysis in restrained portions of scenes. Therefore, multiple methods were proposed in succession aimed at improving the attention accuracy [15] [16] [17] . In recent decades, huge advancements have been made in the study on functioning principles of visual cortices. The scenedriven bottom-up attention models were established based on the feature integration theory. Itti et al. proposed a classical attention model utilizing multiple low level feature channels and the center-surround difference operator [18] . The combination of feature channels in Itti computational model is on the basis of the early primate visual system [19] [20] [21] . Hou X. et al. proposed the spectral residual model employing the phase strategy. Harel J. et al. implemented the Graph-Based Visual Saliency (GBVS) as a modification of the Itti model. All the data-driven methods aim at detecting salient parts automatically. However, the bottom-up mechanism cannot guarantee the extraction of regions of interest. The human visual system generally implements visual research tasks based on prior knowledge of targets. In the task-driven attention models, target features and scene layouts are considered as major resources for visual research. Gist is introduced as a brief presentation of images and frames. The gist feature provides sufficient contextual cues for scene discrimination and target recognition.
There is a considerable amount of visual attention models inspired by mammalian visual systems, especially the human visual system. More research has been concentrated on the study of bird vision as avian visual system possesses higher visual acuity and better capability on detecting some kinds of features. Large quantities of various neuron cells compose a complex network with certain connections in the avian visual system. This paper proposed the saliency detection method based on the contrast sensitivity of avian retina cells. A visual context-based focus selection strategy is utilized simulating the visual cortex network. It is to be noted that the proposed visual attention method does not aspire to replicate all the electrophysiological data of avian visual system. This bio-inspired model aims at implementing the attention paradigms of birds at the functional level. Series of experimental results examined the accuracy and robustness of our proposed model. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the structure and properties of avian visual system. Section 3 presents a formal description of our proposed visual attention model, while in Section 4, comparative experimental results are recorded to evaluate the performances of our proposed method. The final section contains our concluding remarks.
Avian Visual System Retina
The basic retinal structure of vertebrates generally comprises five layers: photoreceptors, bipolar cells, amacrine cells, horizontal cells, and ganglion cells. Our work mainly concerns about the components and mechanisms of the photoreceptors. Similar to the mammalian retina, avian photoreceptors are classified into rods and cones. The sensitivity of dim illumination is determined by rods, while the cones contribute to the formation of daylight and colour vision. The retina of birds presents some differences when compared with mammalian retina. For instance, the presence of double cones provides the avian retina with more intraretinal connections. The sensitivity to spectrum ranges from ultraviolet (320nm) to far red (650nm), which is wider than most mammalian retinal cells. Additionally, the existence of oil droplets narrows the bandwidth sensitivity of cones before light reaches the visual pigments. 
Visual cortex
The avian visual system mainly consists of two pathways that transfer and process optical signals acquired from retina: the thalamofulgal and the tectofugal pathway. Additionally, the accessory optic system participates in the processing of motion information. In the tectofugal pathway, the optic tectum obtains retinal information and transmits it to the nucleus rotundus (nRt) on the same side. The ectostriatum acts as the termination of the tectofugal pathway within avian cortex.
The physiological features of ectostriatum are similar to optic tectum cells. Most ectostriatum cells are equipped with the capability of selecting orientations. In addition, the ectostriatum is sensitive to the stimulation from small targets.
Tectal-isthmic loop
The tectal-isthmic loop plays an important role in the tectofugal pathway. Generally the nucleus isthmi obtains visual feature information from optic tectum and exports to deep layers of optic tectum, thus generating excitable or inhibitory response. It has been found that the tectal-isthmic loop is especially sensitive to moving targets. The visual field formed in nucleus isthmi is similar to that in the optic tectum. The tectal-isthmic loop is formulated though the interaction between the excitable pathway modulated by isthmi pars magnocellularis (Imc) and the inhibitory excitable pathway modulated by isthmi pars parvocellularis (Ipc). The avian visual system employs the tectal-isthmic loop to implement selective visual attention. Therefore, the winner-take-all network is built up between the optic tectum and nucleus isthmi. The schematic map of tectal-isthmic loop is shown in Fig. 2 . Neurons in the optic tectum (OT) receive the input from the retina ganglion Regions with higher luminance contrast and texture contrast tend to capture more attention of avian visual system compared with surrounding regions. Therefore, the contrast features can be employed as the primary element for saliency detection. The observation windows can be built centered with each pixel. The degree of visual stimulations is determined by the relative intensityrather than absolute intensity according to the avian retina properties. The luminance contrast of pixels can be represented as follows in accordance with the Weber-Fechner rule [22] .
where c is the proportional parameter, and 0 I is the threshold of absolute intensity. Additionally, the texture contrast is calculated by the intensity variance of pixels as
The colour contrast sensitivity depends on the oil droplet located in the inner segment of retinal cone cells. 
where K is the transformation matrix. The three cones (LMS) compose tetrahedron structure together with ultraviolet spectrum as is illustrated in Fig. 3 . This paper merely employs LMS to build the cone colour space. 
Figure 4 Colour coupling of avian retina
The colour space of avian visual system is equipped with three dimensions corresponding to the colour channels described above. A same-brightness xy plane is formulated by the red-green axis and blue-yellow axis. Each point on the xy plane shares the same intensity and different hues and saturations. Any colour in the avian colour space can be represented using a three-dimensional vector. The hue value is measured with two angles that are similar to longitude and latitude respectively. Brightness is represented using the angle between the azimuth angle and the xy plane ranging ( , , )
where
The colour contrast between two points is
Contextual guidance
The targets are generally considered as the basic units for visual searching tasks of birds. However, recently some researchers believe that visual recognition begins from the global scene rather than concentrating on local regions ( , ) [ ( , ), ( , ), ( , ) ,
where ( , ) L x y , ( , ) a x y and ( , ) b x y is the three constituents of pixel ( , ) x y in Lab colour space. After the extraction of retina contrast features, a winner-take-all visual context model is constructed inspired by the optic tectum-nucleus isthmi network in avian cortex. The context model consists of the saliency map generation and focus transition. The saliency value of each point can be estimated by calculating the covariance between the feature vectors of the current point and its neighbourhood [24] . The covariance matrices similar regions in the image resemble each other, while the covariance of dissimilar parts is distinct. Region R in the feature map can be described using the covariance matrix as
f   presents the feature value of i -th feature point in region R, and  is the mean value of all the feature points. The covariance comparison between two regions can be implemented using the Euclidean distance.
is the normalized feature value of the i -th point within region R . The diagonal elements in covariance matrices contain integrated information of different visual features, while the other elements describe the correlation between the features. The saliency value can be achieved based on the comparison of feature covariance introduced above. The dissimilarity of region i and j is ( , ) ( , ) 1
where i x and j x are the feature matrices of region i R and j R respectively. m regions that are the most similar with i R are selected to calculate the saliency as The transition of focus from saliency regions to interest regions can be implemented by the cooperation and competition among information in avian visual cortex. After obtaining the initial saliency map, the focus of attention eagle guided by visual information between competition and cooperation, to achieve the focus of attention for the transfer (the transfer of interest from a significant area to area) .
The Gist feature proposed by Torralba is adopted as global context for focus transition. The semantic information in scenes can be described using Gist feature. The scene is described using a group of Gist features rather than a single global feature. The Gist feature extraction utilizes a group of Gabor filters with multiple scales and directions for image resolution. The filtered results are projected to the grid structure for mean response calculation. The Gist feature can be obtained by the dimension reduction of mean response vectors. The proposed visual context matching strategy exchanges the window content with template. The Gist feature is adopted to measure the similarity of the original image and the exchanged image. This implicates that the similarity of sub-image and template is measured in the scene context.
The flow chart of our proposed visual attention mechanism is presented in Fig. 6 . 
Results
Series of experiments have been conducted to verify the feasibility and accuracy of the proposed approach in this work.
The performances of saliency detection and FOA shift were validated respectively. The experimental results compared with two classical attention models for saliency detection are recorded in Fig. 7 . We selected three outdoor scenes and two indoor scenes for the target detection tests. Targets and backgrounds were labelled 1 and 0 respectively in the ground truths. For each image, the ground truth presents regions where typical viewers focus in the scene. The saliency results in Itti and SR model cannot remove the background disturbance effectively. Our method adopted the visual context strategy using feature covariance comparison. Therefore, the proposed avian eye-based visual attention model makes better performances on removing background disturbance.
Tests on focus of attention (FOA) transmission were implemented based on the saliency detection conducted above.
The threshold of region segmentation is 0.1. The size of gist feature for each image is 512  1. Results of FOA shift tests are shown in Fig. 8 . The experimental results shown in Fig.8 (e) simulated the avian eye movement from salient regions to the real target based on the contextual guidance. The blue billboard illustrated in Fig. 8(b) is supposed to be the real target. However, the white car is considered as the most salient part in the scene due to its uniqueness compared with the neighbourhood. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the avian eye-inspired visual attention model is established for target detection of UAV. The contrast sensitivity of avian retina is simulated for the low-level feature detection. Saliency composition and focus transition are implemented on the basis of ethological researching results.
The visual attention model can help find the target region fast and accurately, thus reducing the amount of information and make the following processes easier and simpler. The experimental results show that our proposed method is a feasible and effective way in target edge detection. Our future work will focus on how to apply the proposed approach to solve other real-world problems, such as, mobile robots, industry production line, and intelligent transportation.
